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INTRODUCTION
Hello and welcome to the inaugural Latino International Film Expo.
I am so grateful and humbled that these great filmmakers have
chosen to share their works of cinematic art with our film festival.
Let me also thank you, our guests, for taking time out of your busy
lives to join us today as we celebrate these great achievements in
the cinematic arts. 

Today you will partake in 19 films from across the United States,
Brazil, Columbia, Puerto Rico, and Mexico. We will be covering many
genre of film and exploring the works of artists at all stages of their
careers. Though it is a long day, we have broken it up into 4 sessions
of roughly 90 minutes each with a half hour break in between.  We
encourage everyone to enjoy this safe space to share thoughts and
ideas and ask questions of the filmmakers in attendance and of your
fellow audience members thoughts on the films. Film may be a visual
media, but we are a community of viewers today and I look forward
to sharing these 19 individual experiences with all of you. 

THIS IS THE
LIFE
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DAY SCHEDULE

Session 1 @ 10am-11:30am
• For The Sake Of Honor

• Atardecer Milwaquiano

• What We Just Don't Tell Our Girls

• 2ḦOOM [zu:m]

• Abuelita

• Chalk Smoke

• Bad Taste

• Unwanted Load

• Darkest Night

• May I Take It Your Plate

• AL DIAZ: LIKE A BOMB

• ENFERMO
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DAY SCHEDULE

Session 2 @ 12pm-1:30pm
• VERONA

Session 3 @ 2pm-3:30pm
• Bloom

• Be Right Back

• Letters To Axél 

• In the Driver's Seat

• Wolves

Session 4 @ 7pm-9pm
• San Pablo
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DAY SCHEDULE

Snacks and non alcoholic beverages will be

available from 11:30am until 2pm.

The Producers Luncheon will take place at

1:30pm-2:30pm and may overlap a film. 

LIFE will recess from 3:30pm until 7pm.

The Red Carpet Reception will take place

from 5:30pm-7pm.

This Is The LIFE



Two cowboys face off in
a desolate town at the
outskirts of civilization,
because in the West a
man's honor is all he has.

ABOUT

For The Sake Of Honor, while being much shorter than
my previous productions really represents a step up
from my previous work, shot on an actual set, with
cinema cameras and a crew and actors behind me it was
exciting to be able to dedicate myself to focusing on my
directing and creating a visually stunning project. What
started as an idea for a final project in our class quickly
became an actual attempt at making something that we
could all be proud of and so we are! We present this fun
and beautiful little short for your enjoyment!

Director Statement
Jose Valle Jr.



A love letter to Milwaukee
that highlights the hidden
stories that live in our
memories.

ABOUT

Alex is a student, filmmaker, poet, and artist, born in
Milwaukee, WI. She grew up outside of Chicago and
attended Marquette University where she earned a
B.A. in Writing Intensive English and Social Welfare
and Justice. Upon graduation, Alex moved to
Montana and has recently moved back to Milwaukee
and Marquette to pursue a M.A. in English. Her
directorial debut, "Atardecer Milwaquiano," earned
best film in the Marquette student film festival.

 Director Biography 
Alex Gambacorta



This is a short film
about a girl's journey
through
womanhood. It's a
criticism on how
society treats woman
from adolescence to
adulthood.

ABOUT

Monica Crystal Ocegueda creates stories of women
for women- in particular Latina women whose
narratives are under and mis- represented through
mainstream media. She hopes to depict stories in
which Latinas can see themselves in and to make a
difference in the way that Latinas are viewed on
screen.

Director Statement
Monica Crystal Ocegueda



ABOUT

A humorous yet uncomfortable glimpse into the
life of Martín, an actor of color, as he encounters
negative stereotyping during an acting audition.

This Is The Life

Directed By
Martín Solá



Radical and genre-exploding, "Abuelita" wields
poetry, music, optical effects, and film to create a
multidimensional celebration of a grandmother, like
so many other timeless family matriarchs, whose
impact remains powerful and persistent far beyond
her life.

ABOUT

Directed By
Joe West



ABOUT

The short poetry film illustrates Black and Brown
liberation through collaboration

This Is The LIFE

Directed By
Kim Chayeb 

&
Trent Williams



Have you ever been in
the uncomfortable
situation of returning
bad food on a great
date? "Bad Taste" is a
dark comedy film about
this situation with an
unexpected outcome!

ABOUT

Bad Taste was a fun and challenging short-film to produce and
direct because of the budget and time constraints. However,
this story had to be told in the best possible way because so
many of us truly connect with the core of the story, which is,
believing in yourself beyond your imagination, plus trying to
save your date from becoming a disaster!. I really enjoyed
directing this short film and I am very proud of the success and
the awards that it has won so far. The entire crew and the
talented actors we worked with, did an amazing job, and I think
the good energy and the positive vibe is completely reflected
on this film.

Director Statement
Edwardo Aguirre



A Central American
laundromat worker
finds a gleam of hope
in her day when she
tries on an item of her
VIP customer's dirty
laundry.

ABOUT

“Unwanted Load” is my first graduate film at The
Feirstein Graduate School of Cinema. It’s an MOS film
with a lot of restrictions and only two words of
dialogue. I wrote this story to explore the socio-
economic divide between people with themes of
class and identity struggle, as well as a touch of
voyeuristic elements to spark the film.

Director Statement
Julissa Carmona Scopino



Inspired by Latin
America’s magical
realism genre, Darkest
Night follows two
young women as they
learn to fight their
demons and face their
fears over the course of
one conversation on
one dark night.

ABOUT

Darkest Night was inspired by a course I took at university during
remote instruction. The course was “Politics, Writing and the Nobel
Prize in Latin America” and in this course we read many works from
Latin American authors. I was inspired by the magical realism
genre and the words of Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Isabel Allende
and decided to write my own magical realism short film. I’ve always
loved fantasy movies and tv shows but they were never feasible on
a college student budget whether it be because of the set design,
VFX or SFX. However, in magical realism, where our world is
inherently magical, it gave me the opportunity to write a story that
focused on themes of sin and penance, facing your fears and
growth. As a Mexican-American woman myself and the inspiration
coming from Latin American literature, it was important to me to
have a Latina-led cast and I am happy to have Dayandra de
Miranda Leão and Vanessa Rodriguez star as Ilena and the Seer
respectively.

Director Statement
Nicole Marie Cervera-Arce



Two brothers from the Caribbean discover the
quintessence that unifies them, in the midst of the
pandemic. In a [zu:m] conversation, anything can
happen. It Is an ethereal story that alludes to the
metaphorical “shield” -or “armour”- of Covid-19,
even on an emotional level, as well as the stigma of
HIV/AIDS. Today we are one voice, without races: a
new universe of masked beings.

ABOUT

Directed By
Ariel Orama López

(AG Orloz)



ABOUT
In 1976 Al Diaz and Jean Michel Basquiat became fast friends
at City As High School. Together they created SAMO©, the
street tag that would change the course of their lives forever.
With a music track that pulses through memories, Artist and
graffiti legend, Al Diaz recounts this gritty coming of age story
and lands us in the here and now with his poignant messages
and hard won wisdom.

As a New York City kid myself, my boyfriend (NADA) used to write
my name next to his tags on the No.6 train. Fast forward to late
2021 when my work as a filmmaker led me to meet Al Diaz, a living
legend in NYC graffiti culture. He is one of the original instigators of
the kinetic art form which not only transformed the cityscape but
also gave voice to a restless and revolutionary youth. Al Diaz: Like
A Bomb tells the story of those exhilarating yet perilous times and
celebrates an artist whose creative drive still ignites our communal
imagination.

This Is The LIFE

Director Statement
Jane Brill



Where do you escape
when your only safe
space is a nightmare?

ABOUT

This film is dedicated to a friend of mine...Jayy
Wills..RIP

Director Statement
Ruben Ramirez



ABOUT
Two families on neighboring farms on the border
between Brazil and Uruguay. Decades drive these
people away. The physical proximity is separated by a
fence and the set of prejudices, inexplicable hatred and
lack of generosity. In the end of the year, between
Christmas and New Year, the families gather on their
respective farms. What nobody knows is that a love
between two young people is about to break this barrier
that is much bigger than the fence that divides the
fields. The passion between Rodrigo and Juliana could
be the point of recovery for a relationship marked by so
many years of hatred, but, like Shakespeare's original
story, the human being is much more complex and
inexplicable. Whether in Verona, Italy, or on a border
farm. Tragedy lives inside people and is sometimes
impossible to control...

Director Statement
Ane Siderman

Verona is my first feature film, 
 very special because it is a
project that was developed with
my husband, Leonardo
Machado, who died in 2018. It
was hard to direct a love story
based on Romeo and Juliet while
I was in mourning. It took al lot
of strength, but with a real co-
creative work with the cast and
crew we did it.

 
t



After going his whole
life drowning in many
dark thoughts, a 20
year old young male,
finally breaks through
with the courage of his
sexuality. Facing the
undeniable fear of
rejection from the
people that he loves the
most.
Will he Bloom?

ABOUT

Freddie lopez raised in Orange County, CA & Dallas
Texas, is a Latino Director and a part of the LGBTQ+
community. His dream is to touch many voices apart
of all communities with his storytelling.

Director Biography 
Freddie Lopez



In 'Be Right Back', we
meet Mateo, a young
worker, who faces a
harsh reality when he
realizes that he is not
capable of providing
for Sara, a wealthy
young woman with
whom he ran away.

ABOUT

My name is Arturo Márquez, and I was born a
Monday. Specifically, May 22nd, of the year 2000. I'm
a scrawny looking guy from Mexico City, whose
clichéd dream is to someday make a feature film. I
want to make movies because I want to speak to
people like movies have spoken to me.

Director Biography 
Arturo Márquez



When Julian, a
decorated young writer,
falls in love with a man
he's only ever met in his
increasingly realistic
dreams, he begins to
lose touch with himself,
his family, and reality,
forcing him to make an
impossible decision.

ABOUT

Cartas Para Axél is an incredibly important film. It features LatinX
leads, whose characters are multi-dimensional, classy, and
complex humans. Julian, our hero, is a gay man (with a supportive,
loving, Latino Father, and no shame in going to therapy), however
the story doesn't revolve around sexuality at all and is an incredibly
universal experience that all people can empathize with. These are
all things that we don't see often in cinema, and I believe are
important to be shown in mainstream media. That being said, as a
straight Latino man who grew up in Los Angeles, I feel that
bringing this beautiful story to life is a healthy step forward in my
own empathetic and emotional journey in this life, and I hope it
brings the same to all who watch.

Director Statement
Miles Adonay Lopez



A biker and a driver get into an accident on a
cold winter morning. They begin to argue about
fault, but come to no conclusion. They decide to
go to a nearby coffee shop to discuss the matter
further. However, once at the cafe, the
argument takes a turn. A deeper conflict
between the characters is revealed. Showing
little respect for the biker, the driver challenges
his adversary. The subsequent conversation
evolves into a play of control and manipulation.

ABOUT

Directed By
RALPH KLISIEWICZ



Three criminals fight boredom in a
lonely cantina by humoring a
mysterious old woman when she offers
to tell them a story...a story that may
have their fates sealed within it

ABOUT

Directed By
Jesús Celaya



San Pablo tells the story of a young
man named Julián who lives in a rough
neighborhood of Cartago, Colombia.
Frustrated with the monotony of his
life, he aspires to something greater.
While working his dead-end job at a
café, Julián watches a video of his
favorite chef, and has an epiphany
about opening up a restaurant in Paris.
In order to make his dream a reality he
asks his best friend for a job as a debt
collector so he can save money to
move to France. The film follows him
and the obstacles of living in his
environment he faces as he tries to
make his dreams come true.

ABOUT

We as humans long for improvement in our
surroundings as well as within ourselves. We want
to put our families in better situations and make
great strives to accomplish our dreams no matter
how big they may be. As imperfect creatures, we
may often times bend our morals out of necessity
in order to reach these goals. This is what San
Pablo and the story of Julian is about.

Director Statement
Matthew Baquero



CONCLUSION

Thank you for attending the Latino International
Film Expo. It has truly been an honor to bring this
event to life. A huge thank you to the judges for
their efforts in making this festival come to “life.”
Thank you to all the wonderful actors, crews, and
technicians who brought these films together.
Until next time friends, “This is the LIFE!!”
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